
Cloud DVR &
Time Shi� TV
Access YOUR TV Anytime,
Anywhere, on Any Device



The growth of video recording demands today by subscribers combined with their increasing 
expectations that recordings must be equally accessible on a wide variety of devices (managed & 
unmanaged) has made Cloud DVR an essential part of any service provider’s business. Only Cloud 
DVR can centrally store and serve recordings across all devices e�iciently. For a Cloud DVR solution 
to answer global market needs, it must support U.S. content laws for “private copy” as well as 
international “shared copy” content laws and must support legacy video formats (CBR MPEG-2 & 
MPEG-4) as well as newer OTT formatted (ABR MPEG-4 & HEVC) recordings. To leverage commodity 
hardware pricing for scalability, the solution should also be based on standard o�-the-shelf 
servers for processing power and video recording storage.

Subscribers also now fully expect to be able to catch up on programs that are already well 
underway and to be able to restart programs from the beginning if desired (content rights 
permitting, of course). These “Time Shi� TV” scenarios for linear program are also part of the 
challenging new work for video service providers that must be managed in parallel with the need 
for a robust Cloud DVR solution.
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•   Multi-Network, 
Multi-Device, 
And Multi-Service

•   Minimize Your 
Investment
Maximize Your 
Revenues! 

•   Fast TTM

•   Disrupt Your 
O�ering

Video-optimized storage,
processing and delivery

High performance, 
modular, and scalable

so�ware suite

Micro-services cloud
native deployment

model

Open ecosystem for
innovative use-cases



While most service providers have long been aware of the necessity for Cloud DVR and Time Shi� 
TV support in their networks, most solutions on the market today are fragmented into specific 
feature areas. Each of these features (components) have their own hardware requirements for 
CPU, RAM, and Hard Disk space for storage, yet most of the time these individual component 
platforms underutilize the total hardware resources the service providers have purchased. 
MediaKind designed a solution that addresses and overcomes all these problems. 

Home DVR requires service providers to commit 100% of the storage capacity on day one. Cloud 
DVR dynamically allocates storage resources as subscribers need it. This elasticity allows service 
providers to benefit from the changing storage requirements intrinsic to DVR. The same 
advantages must be extended to Time Shi� TV scenarios for all linear programming.

Our 100% so�ware-based storage and processing platform is ideal for all Cloud DVR & Time Shi� 
TV applications, even hybrid implementations in which some recordings are private and others are 
shared. The platform o�ers greater flexibility and can scale-out to support hundreds of petabytes 
of video storage as well as massive amounts of concurrent recordings and playouts. This 
disruptive technology is not only cost e�icient, secure, field proven across the globe, and flexible 
but the performance is unmatched.

Cost E�ective At Massive Scale

This Cloud DVR infrastructure leverages several elements to enable a 
cost-e�ective deployment of either private copy, shared copy or hybrid 
systems. First, the platform is hardware agnostic. Operators are free to 
choose their own generic Linux x86 servers, even changing brands along 
the way and can be confident that there will be heterogeneous support. 
This eliminates the need for expensive appliances or vendor lock-in.

Second, by integrating processing and storage into the same stack, 
recording, packaging, transcoding, streaming, encryption, and ad insertion 
are all integrated. In fact, the stack is optimized for media workflows. There 
is no need for “silos” or a dedicated stack for streaming, one for encoding, 
etc. This dramatically reduces the server footprint in the data center and 
in turn OPEX for cooling, server and hard disk replacements, and annual 
support
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MediaKind Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV 

Based on the widely deployed MediaKind Video Storage and 
Processing Platform (>60 customer deployments across the globe), 
the MediaKind Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV solution supports cloud 
based (private or public), as well as bare metal, installations using 
COTS servers. This containerized solution dynamically balances all 
functional processing for ingest, recording, transcoding, disk reads, 
DRM, ad insertion, packaging and streaming across all available 
CPU’s, hard disks and network switches. This maximizes hardware 
resources and reduces CAPEX hardware spend (or OPEX cloud rental) 
and HVAC requirements while also providing the best data resiliency 
against video loss based on wide striping of all recordings across the 
platform.  

Built For Evolving Operators

The platform distributes container-based processing modules across all 
available hardware with built-in support for all video codecs, streaming 
formats, DRM solutions, packaging configurations and ad insertion 
interfaces (e.g. ESAM & VAST). Operators can start o� with a straightforward 
and simple need, be it for VOD Origin storage and streaming or legacy 
Cloud DVR and grow additional business scenarios and features as needed 
simply by remotely enabling licenses on deployed so�ware. No forkli� of 
hardware or so�ware required. 

Built-in Data Loss Protected

The defining characteristic of the platform solution is that its built as a 
so�ware wide striped array across all servers. This means that video 
recordings are broken up into small chunks video optimized size and are 
written across multiple disks and multiple servers in parallel. In the case of 
any hardware failures these lost video chunks can be reconstituted 
automatically by the platform. The overhead in hardware to achieve this 
level of resiliency is typically between 15% to 20% in additional servers as 
opposed to fully duplicating the service provider’s hardware installed base.

Components Supporting All Occasions

The Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV solution also supports additional
components as needed by the service provider:

•  Scheduler – Advanced Cloud DVR scheduling system that integrates 
between Cloud DVR client middleware and the main Cloud DVR & 
Time Shi� TV solution in order to support subscriber and EPG level 
control features for private & shared copy recording.

•   Media Edge – Separate component with built-in video cache (CDN  
optional) that supports ABR unicast and both RTP and RTSP UDB 
multicast at the network edge for scaling large topologies.
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Best Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV ROI

No other Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV solution provider has the 
experience to future proof a service provider’s investment. We 
deployed a Tier 1 cable operator in the U.S. initially for home DVR 
replacement (to save on truck roll costs and hard disk replacements) 
with only MPEG-2 CBR linear channels enable for private-copy 
recording. The operator then introduced newer STBs into subscriber 
households and required MPEG-4 video formats supported. Then the 
operator sought to replace their VOD vendor and leveraged our 
platform as VOD origin and RTSP streamer to VOD pumps. Finally, the 
operator introduced OTT devices (USB sticks and OTT STBs) and 
required MPEG-4 ABR support. All features were able to be supported 
by remotely enabling licenses on their existing platform. Who else 
can do that?

MediaKind Cloud DVR & Time Shi� TV 
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